
Rocket Cowboy Feature Brief: Weapon System 
Contact: Derek Floyd (E-mail, LinkedIn, Wordpress) 

Overview 
This feature brief will break down the weapon system of Rocket Cowboy. It outlines the 
attributes of each weapon and how they are upgraded. 

Upgrades 
Rocket Cowboy’s weapons can take upgrades. They will drop from loot-aliens once in every 
four waves. 

Speed: This upgrade doubles the equipped weapon’s rate of fire. 

Damage: This upgrade doubles the equipped weapon’s damage. 

Property: This upgrade will do something to increase the potency of the equipped weapon’s 
special property. 

List of Weapons 
Rocket Cowboy will feature five usable weapons: Six-Shooters, Shotgun, Rifle, Gatling, and 
Alien Blaster. Any weapon the cowboy collects will replace his currently-equipped weapon. 
Dynamite functions as a limited-use screen-clearing attack. 

Six-Shooters 

The Six-Shooters are Cowboy’s default weapons. They are modeled on Colt Single Action Army 
revolvers, circa 1873. 

Availability: Cowboy will 
begin every new life with 
his Six-Shooters. 

Animation: Cowboy 
raises both six-shooters 
and thumbs back alternate 
hammers and he pulls the 
triggers: one hammer 
back, other trigger pulled, 
and repeat indefinitely. 

Rate of Fire: The Six-
Shooters fire six shots per 
second in a staggered 
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pattern; one bullet is slightly higher on-screen than the other. 

Damage: The Six-Shooters inflict one point of damage per bullet. 

Special Property Upgrade: Cowboy turns one Six-Shooter on an angle, firing bullets on a line 
20 degrees above his path. 

Shotgun 

The Shotgun is Cowboy’s spread-shot weapon. It is modeled on the Winchester Model 1897. 

Availability: One loot-alien every other wave will drop the Shotgun. 

Animation: Cowboy raises the shotgun, pulls the trigger, and pumps the slide to cycle a new 
round. 

Rate of Fire: The Shotgun fires two shots per second. 

Damage: The Shotgun inflicts two points of damage per bullet. 

Special Property: Shotgun blasts shoot five bullets in a 45-degree arc in front of Cowboy. 

Special Property Upgrade: The Shotgun blasts shoot ten bullets in a 65-degree arc in front of 
Cowboy. 



Rifle 

The Rifle is Cowboy’s penetrating power weapon. It is modeled on the Winchester Model 1873. 

Availability: One loot-alien every other wave will drop the Rifle. 

Animation: Cowboy raises the rifle, pulls the trigger, and works the lever action to cycle a new 
round. 

Rate of Fire: The Rifle fires two shots per second. 

Damage: The Rifle inflicts three points of damage per bullet. 

Special Property: Rifle bullets continue to the edge of the screen, inflicting their damage on 
every enemy they contact on the way. 

Special Property Upgrade: Rifle bullets will fly 75% faster. 



Gatling 

The Gatling is 
Cowboy’s beam spam 
weapon. It is modeled 
on the original Gatling 
gun of 1864. 

Availability: One loot-
alien in every four 
waves will drop the 
Gatling. 

Animation: Cowboy 
starts cranking the 
Gatling’s lever, the 
barrels spin up, and 
then they start spewing 
hot death. 

Rate of Fire: After a 0.75 second delay to start the barrels spinning, the Gatling will fire a 
nearly-continuous stream of bullets. 

Damage: Each bullet only inflicts one point of damage, but there are so many of them. 

Special Property: The Gatling fires a stream of bullets, making crowd control and boss fights 
easier for Cowboy. 

Special Property Upgrade: Bullets that hit aliens will cause small explosions. These explosions 
will inflict one point of damage on any alien that touches them. This includes inflicting an 
additional point of damage on a boss alien. 



Alien Blaster 

The Alien Blaster is the most 
powerful weapon Cowboy can 
find. If he can find one, he can 
keep out of the aliens’ line of 
fire while damaging them 
from safety. The Alien Blaster 
looks like a retro-50’s sci-fi 
interpretation of a hand-held 
alien “death ray” weapon. 

Availability: One loot-alien 
in each level will drop an 
Alien Blaster. 

Animation: Cowboy raises 
the blaster and pulls the 
trigger. A flash of blue light 

accompanies each shot from the Alien Blaster. He uses his off-hand to steady his wrist as he 
fires. 

Rate of Fire: The Alien Blaster can fire ten shots per second, but only five shots may be on 
screen at any time. 

Damage: The Alien Blaster inflicts four points of damage. 

Special Property: The Alien Blaster’s shots home in on the nearest enemy. 

Special Property Upgrade: When a bullet hits an enemy, it will explode into two smaller 
bullets that will home in on their own targets and inflict two points of damage. 

Dynamite 

Dynamite is Cowboy’s trump card. Rare but incredibly powerful, 
a single stick of dynamite can clear the screen. The pick-up looks 
like a stereotypical stick of dynamite: a red cylinder with a black 
fuse; “TNT” may be printed on the cylinder in white block letters. 

Availability: Cowboy begins each new life with three sticks of 
dynamite. One loot-alien in every four waves will drop a 
Dynamite stock. Cowboy can carry no more than four sticks of 

dynamite at once; subsequent dynamite pickups give Cowboy 1,000 points. 



Animation: Cowboy pulls a stick of dynamite, lights it from his rocket’s exhaust, and throws it 
forward. It spins end-over-end until it reaches the centre of the screen, where it explodes, filling 
the entire screen with an explosion. 

Rate of Fire: Dynamite can only be thrown once every five seconds as long as Cowboy has at 
least one stick of dynamite in stock. 

Damage: Dynamite inflicts twenty points of damage to every alien on screen. 

Table: Weapon Properties 

Weapon Availability Rate of Fire Damage Special 
Property 

Property Upgrade 

Six-Shooter Default 6/sec; staggered 1 Default One gun angles to fire 20 
degrees upward 

Shotgun Common; 
1/2 waves 

2/sec; 5 
bullets/shot 

2 45-degree spread Doubles bullets fired and 
increases spread to 65-
degree arc 

Rifle Common; 
1/2 waves 

2/sec 3 Penetrates all 
targets 

Bullet speed increases by 
75% 

Gatling Uncommon; 
1/4 waves 

Constant after 
0.75 sec spin-up 

1 Stream of fire Bullets explode, 
damaging nearby 
enemies. 

Alien 
Blaster 

Rare; 
1/level 

10/sec; 5 bullets 
at a time 

4 Homing Bullets explode into 
smaller bullets. 

Dynamite Rare; 
1/level 

1/5 sec 20 Massive 
explosion 

N/A 
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